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The Gap Walking Trail, Sydney Harbour National Park
19 Collins Street,
Pagewood. NSW. 2035
(02) 9341 7480 Administration
0409 922 364 On tour
kadootours@outlook.com
Public Liability cover up to $10,000,000
Product Liability cover up to $10,000,000

GENERAL INFORMATION
At Kadoo Tours we make every effort to provide a safe and educational experience for all
guests, students and teachers. We ask that schools/institutions make us aware of any issues
that could impact upon student welfare while on the tour. It is expected that teachers will
keep students behaviour in check at all times as we are in a potentially dangerous
environment.

EMERGENCY SITUATIONS
In the case of an emergency situation such as bush fire, torrential rain, high winds or
lightening strikes all tours will be postponed prior to departure. If the tour is in process then it
will be abandoned, shelter taken and transfers summoned.

KNOWN HAZARDS AND CONTROLS
All hazards have been considered and a plan discussed and prepared for our tours. Slips, trips
and falls are our main concern and our major consideration is to avoid their occurrence at any
stage in our tours. If emergency services are required we have ready road access to the areas
used in the tour by ambulances or paramedics. Mobile phone coverage is constant throughout
the tour.
Dangers from snake bite have been considered and a plan implemented for such an incident,
as have stings and bites from other insects. Eye injuries from low lying branches have been
considered with National park Rangers clearing such hazards on a regular basis.
If school students wish to swim at the beaches a detailed warning of the dangers involved will
be discussed prior to anyone entering the water. Both business partners of Kadoo tours are
strong swimmers and Grant Hyde is trained in CPR. All dangers will be discussed including
shark attack, rip-tide danger and poisoning from sting-ray and sea-urchin.
Weather conditions are a major issue with Kadoo Tours. If dangerous weather is imminent or
we are experiencing heavy showers all tours are cancelled or rescheduled. If there are big
seas or there are stingers in the water all swimming will be discouraged.

TOILETS
A public toilet is available at the Watsons Bay Hotel and Doyle’s Takeaway Restaurant on
the Wharf.

WORKSHOPS
Students may participate in indigenous themed workshops including stringy bark weaving,
painting, dancing and playing of traditional instruments. Students are advised to show care
and restrain in dealing with such equipment and products.
INDIGENOUS FOODS
Students may participate in indigenous themed taste testing of jams and various ‘bush tucker’
whilst on the tour. Kadoo Tours must be informed of any students or teachers that may suffer
from allergic reactions to such food stuffs.

SERVICES

First Aid

• Grant Hyde is a holder of a Senior First Aid Certificate.
• A first aid kit will be included on every tour and mobile phone coverage is constant in
the area if any emergency arrives

• Should any student or teacher require First Aid, request assistance from any member
of the Kadoo Tours team.

Medical Emergencies
If a person is seriously injured or ill, call an ambulance immediately 000
Be ready to provide the following details:
•
•
•
•

Your name
Location
Number of people involved
Details of the medical emergency

Hospital
The nearest public hospital to the Watsons Bay area is St Vincent’s Hospital at Darlinghurst a
20 minute drive from the area.

Lost Property
For all lost property enquiries, please call Grant Hyde on 0409 922 364.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Please contact Grant Hyde or Tim Ella of Kadoo Tours at kadootours@outlook.com

